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Q1 Which of the following best describes you?
Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 85

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Potential Purchase 11/21/2020 11:00 AM

2 prospective buyer 7/17/2020 1:56 PM

3 Water System served by Bham water 7/2/2020 1:32 PM

4 Engineering Geologist 7/1/2020 2:23 PM

5 I am a contractor, business owner, and commercial & residential property owner and lessor 7/1/2020 12:39 PM

6 Consultant 7/1/2020 12:15 PM

7 Event producer 7/1/2020 12:06 PM

8 Project Coordinator - Lighting Retrofit 7/1/2020 11:35 AM

9 Low Voltage Installation Service 7/1/2020 10:40 AM

10 Franchise utility 7/1/2020 10:36 AM

11 Bellingham Greek Festival committee 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

12 Facilities Manager 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

Property Owner
or Homeowner

Commercial
Tenant or...

Professional
Designer/Arc...

Contractor

Other (please
specify)
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Q2 Please rate your overall satisfaction with your Permit Center
experience.

Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

58.82%
50

22.35%
19

7.06%
6

4.71%
4

7.06%
6

 
85

 
4.21

# PLEASE SHARE ANY COMMENTS YOU HAVE ABOUT YOUR OVERALL EXPERIENCE. DATE

1 Friendly, straight forward and easy to work with. 11/24/2020 1:29 PM

2 I know I am clumping a few departments together here (parking, planning permits, ect.) and I
also know I am missing a few of you but Darin, Sara, Robin, Lindsey, Anya have all been
awesome to deal with whilst attempting to navigate my way to possibly purchasing a
commercial unit in Fairhaven. Thank you all so much! You have all been very helpful and
understanding!

11/21/2020 11:00 AM

3 your online portal did not work. I found Marina inconsistent and gleefully obstructionist 11/19/2020 7:48 PM

4 Very quick responses to my questions. quick turnaround. I was very impressed 10/28/2020 7:30 AM

5 If an application is submitted and receives comments those comments should be thorough and
exhaust all possible revisions necessary to the application. When addressed there should not
be a second round of comments.

10/22/2020 8:37 PM

6 Disorganized and fragmented poorly composed response, response to my application was
performed by two different employees, one did the work twice ?

8/3/2020 6:40 AM

7 Kelsey was super helpful. She answered all my questions and explained how to use CityIQ. 7/17/2020 1:56 PM

8 I was told something very different on three occasions into the permit center than what the
final approval required

7/15/2020 10:59 AM

9 During a difficult COVID-19 related period, the permit center did a phenomenal job getting the
review and processing done expeditiously to help our public clients realize savings of public

7/10/2020 10:13 AM

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied Very dissatisfied

Overall
satisfaction
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funds.

10 They made a mistake and after several visit they resolved it. 7/8/2020 8:11 AM

11 Lisa and Greg are GREAT to work with. 7/8/2020 6:37 AM

12 I’m trying to get a permit for a sidewalk cafe and although your staff has been very helpful and
responsive it has been 2 weeks since I applied with still no word. Also I had a lot of problems
submitting everything on line. My insurance company had problems with you endorsement
requirements even though I have them. There were problems with the certificates. I am trying
to reopen and don’t want the expense of building tables without a permit.

7/7/2020 10:05 AM

13 Never been involved with the process myself and received superb help 7/6/2020 5:55 PM

14 I have learned from staff that review letters are generated in order to "buy time" and move on
to other projects. This does nothing but increase the cost of the project for the owner and
tenants. I personally have made tens of thousands of dollars per year responding to review
letters. 90%+ of the comments are petty and inconsequential. Most comments demonstrate a
profound lack of knowledge of codes and construction.

7/6/2020 2:13 PM

15 Permit review times are lengthy, but understandable during the ongoing pandemic. 7/6/2020 10:37 AM

16 I appreciate the quick concise responses that helped guide me. 7/5/2020 9:42 PM

17 Drawing/submission Format requested for individuals are very difficult to meet. Software
applications required are not readily available at a reasonable price to individuals.

7/5/2020 6:35 PM

18 the permit portal is unreliable and nonresponsive. The customer service (real humans) were
fabulous and very helpful.

7/2/2020 9:44 AM

19 This was my first time and everyone was very helpful considering some of my mistakes and
all the questions.

7/1/2020 10:09 PM

20 when I didn't understand something online I could call and get help fairly quickly 7/1/2020 7:19 PM

21 Most of the staff were good to work with. 7/1/2020 4:50 PM

22 Wait times vary, a lot. Different answers from different people. Many conditions appear
arbitrary.

7/1/2020 4:34 PM

23 I'd guess this is a common complaint nowadays; what can you do to improve performance of
City computer programs? I use both eTRAKiT and CityIQ a fair amount, and often have trouble
opening both applications. And when the applications do open for me, they sometimes run
slower than normal. (or is this the NEW normal?).

7/1/2020 2:06 PM

24 Very quick response on questions sent in the beginning and during permit experience. Much
appreciated considering wait times for other permitting jurisdictions around Washington.

7/1/2020 2:05 PM

25 The staff at the permit center have been very helpful at every step in the process. They are
knowledgeable and very interested in helping us move our project along.

7/1/2020 1:08 PM

26 I was able to speak to someone on the phone and they were very helpful in guiding me through
the process since this was the first time I ever applied for a building permit. I also appreciated
the speed with which email questions were answered, and with which the permit was approved.
Thank you!

7/1/2020 12:45 PM

27 Seems to be poor communication. Bit ridiculous. 7/1/2020 12:37 PM

28 Staff is typically helpful and courteous. However staff has to enforce burdensome and complex
regulations.

7/1/2020 12:15 PM

29 Being a rookie, I had to dig around through hyperlinks and PDFs to figure out what was
ultimately required for a site plan, and even then the acronyms used weren't entirely clear--I
figured I'd submit my best effort and learn from the review process

7/1/2020 12:14 PM

30 We were not notified through the permit center that it would not be possible to have our event
due to COVID. We figured that out for ourselves.

7/1/2020 12:06 PM

31 The COB was very helpful with the completion and acquisition of our permit. 7/1/2020 12:03 PM

32 Overall access to a person (permit) often worked, rather frustration experience in telephone
messaging

7/1/2020 11:21 AM

33 We only do reroofs but you require plans when we resheet even though nothing changes. It 7/1/2020 11:19 AM
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also takes a very long time if we have to through this plans process.

34 Frustrated in the temporary Right-of-way use permit process. 7/1/2020 11:16 AM

35 Our permit request was a little unorthodox and I felt that our coordinator didnt understand the
layout of our property

7/1/2020 11:07 AM

36 my questions were answered in a timely manner and assistance was fabulous. 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

37 Timely and thorough reviews. Open to for questions 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

38 It's been smooth. Good contact availability. 7/1/2020 10:10 AM

39 There has been a prompt attentiveness to any questions I have had concerning the permit
process. Thank you COB permit center!

7/1/2020 10:08 AM

40 Sometimes the process is a slow turnaround. 7/1/2020 10:06 AM

41 I have found that in general the individuals in the permitting center are helpful, encouraging and
responsive.

7/1/2020 10:06 AM

42 Thee is more than one experience involved with 'permit center' 7/1/2020 10:04 AM

43 Easy to get answers to my questions via email but I think much of what I asked could have
been answered easily on the website (perhaps with an if/then chart/decision tree)

7/1/2020 9:55 AM
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Q3 What improvements would you like to see in the Permit Center?  For
example, technology, online experience, etc.

Answered: 52 Skipped: 33

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Application wood not work for me on line but Carley and Robin were a wonderful assist 12/17/2020 1:41 PM

2 Lag time on returned calls from counter could be improved. Let you know after plan review. 11/24/2020 1:29 PM

3 It would be cool if you could somehow access the old documents that you, the staff have to go
and look up on mircofiche to save you the time and trouble to do it for the public. Same goes
for property surveys. I am sure there are many out there, it's very costly to have a suvey done
on a property!

11/21/2020 11:00 AM

4 empathy for people during a pandemic 11/19/2020 7:48 PM

5 online experience was sometimes frustrating 10/28/2020 7:30 AM

6 The permit process is tedious and time consuming. It should be made to be efficient and
streamlined.

10/22/2020 8:37 PM

7 City has no knowledge of their own property or how to maintain it, that makes it the permitting
center’s fault ?

8/3/2020 6:40 AM

8 The front desk would know more about type of permit they are selling 7/8/2020 8:11 AM

9 My experience is great and working with the people are awesome 7/8/2020 6:37 AM

10 Everything was smooth 7/6/2020 5:55 PM

11 Make phone calls to the design professionals to discuss code issues. Mark up the drawings
instead of endless reviews.

7/6/2020 2:13 PM

12 The Trakit system is not 100% intuitive when trying to find corrections to permit application. 7/5/2020 9:42 PM

13 Support 'Open" sw tools like OpenOffice (free to users), Can be used for drawings as well. 7/5/2020 6:35 PM

14 None 7/3/2020 8:04 AM

15 fix the permit portal. 7/2/2020 9:44 AM

16 The online was a little confusing for a first timer. Not sure how it can be improved. 7/2/2020 6:26 AM

17 Online could be a bit more intuitive and updated. 7/1/2020 10:09 PM

18 No comment 7/1/2020 9:13 PM

19 Better coordination and communication between staff. Strongly encourage Jackie Lynch to
retire.

7/1/2020 4:50 PM

20 Consistency of review and timeframe. 7/1/2020 4:34 PM

21 To my knowledge none needed 7/1/2020 3:09 PM

22 eTrakit system can be confusing 7/1/2020 2:23 PM

23 Better server?? 7/1/2020 2:06 PM

24 Some of the zone information was hard to find on the website. 7/1/2020 2:05 PM

25 More cost effective permitting fees 7/1/2020 1:42 PM

26 Better access to mappinng tools. CityIQ is good, but not all of the features available to permit
techs are available to the public. Navigation of the City IQ map system is difficult. Also, it
would be helpfult to be able to do more problem solving and planning with a more fully
searchable (building) code.

7/1/2020 1:08 PM

27 The online user experience. The system looks and feels very outdated, the navigation is not 7/1/2020 12:45 PM
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intuitive and I got error messages. I am a web designer so generally very comfortable using
online tools. This is not a good one.

28 start using dousing for non-contact contracting 7/1/2020 12:39 PM

29 Better communication so the process is not drug out forever 7/1/2020 12:37 PM

30 More user friendly interface. 7/1/2020 12:15 PM

31 I loved the flow charts--how about an example site plan to model off of? Maybe there is one
and I just missed it...

7/1/2020 12:14 PM

32 More streamlined access portal for purchasing permits online. 7/1/2020 11:35 AM

33 A better permit tracking device such as "my building permit" or similar 7/1/2020 11:33 AM

34 The more I use the site the better my experience has been. Haven't been into the Permit
Center for quite some time.

7/1/2020 11:24 AM

35 phone messaging 7/1/2020 11:21 AM

36 No plans required for any type of reroof regardless if we are resheeting. 7/1/2020 11:19 AM

37 Allow email addresses/phone number approvals to be allowed in lieu of signatures 7/1/2020 11:16 AM

38 The process was pretty smooth. I didnt think it was necessary to get neighbors consent for
this particular project

7/1/2020 11:07 AM

39 I think the site was easy to use compared to others! 7/1/2020 10:40 AM

40 Can't think of anything additional 7/1/2020 10:36 AM

41 nothing at this time 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

42 Please repair the permit portal. It has not been wanting to load correctly since the last update
this last winter.

7/1/2020 10:26 AM

43 Sometimes hard to find what I’m looking for. 7/1/2020 10:16 AM

44 - - 7/1/2020 10:11 AM

45 The online experience is pretty lame. But typical of this type of thing (govt site). New, intuitive
UI would be helpful.

7/1/2020 10:10 AM

46 Clearer representation of utilities and property lines located in the city limits through City IQ or
other databases.

7/1/2020 10:08 AM

47 A typical permit application with available hot links to elements such as Stormwater regs,
erosion control, etc.

7/1/2020 10:06 AM

48 Make E-trakit a bit more intuitive 7/1/2020 10:04 AM

49 Everything's fine as of now 7/1/2020 9:59 AM

50 None that I can think of. 7/1/2020 9:57 AM

51 website could use re-design to be a bit more comprehensive and user-friendly 7/1/2020 9:55 AM

52 Automation maybe 7/1/2020 9:55 AM
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Q4 Please rate your satisfaction with the service you received from the
Permit Center office and field staff.

Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

Courtesy

Technical
knowledge

Wait time
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# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY OTHER SPECIFIC COMMENTS REGARDING THE SERVICE YOU
RECEIVED.

DATE

1 Kathy Bell was great to work with. Some prior alg time on returned calls. 11/24/2020 1:29 PM

2 The staff always try to get back to you the same day, which is great and help you the best
they can.Thanks!

11/21/2020 11:00 AM

3 It would be nice if everyone could work toward the solution and not toward the problem.
Everyone wants a safe clean Bellingham that is vibrant. This pandemic should bring us all
together. I would love to understand how this broke down, so if you want some honest
feedback feel free to call 360-410-9542. Together we can get through this Pandemic.

11/19/2020 7:48 PM

4 Promised city arborist never arrived, no accountability, I am not the city’s coin purse for them
to manage their own easements and properties

8/3/2020 6:40 AM

5 The only issue we had was one of the Permit Techs telling us no new permits were being
accepted during COVID-19, but a check with the Building Official cleared this up and our
permit was reviewed very quickly.

7/10/2020 10:13 AM

6 I have actually learned so much from Greg and Lisa. They have been very knowledgeable and
friendly.

7/8/2020 6:37 AM

7 Being a novice at this, Iris Torres thoroughly explained the process and walked me through
effortlessly - very good employee

7/6/2020 5:55 PM

8 What service? I should not have to wait a week or more for a return phone call or email. 7/6/2020 2:13 PM

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied Very dissatisfied N/A

Professionalism
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9 Once submissions were accepted, everything has been great. People are helpful (to fill in
holes in my submission).

7/5/2020 6:35 PM

10 Thank you for being here 7/3/2020 8:04 AM

11 The people I talked to were aware the portal has issues and they went the extra mile to help
me get the info I was looking for.

7/2/2020 9:44 AM

12 Jackie was very difficult to work with, Marina consistently good, Ryan and field staff were
consistently excellent.

7/1/2020 4:50 PM

13 My dealings w/Permit Center staff remain very positive. Not happy with eTRAKiT since City
staff started working from home. Sometimes can't get into eTRAKiT at all, and even when i
can get in processing can be MUCH slower.

7/1/2020 2:06 PM

14 Poor communication between staff. Do not seem to talk to each other. 7/1/2020 12:37 PM

15 Only experience was with Rick Nolan thus far and he was extremely helpful and
knowledgeable!!

7/1/2020 12:14 PM

16 field staff facilitated communications necessary to complete deadlines, thank you 7/1/2020 11:21 AM

17 It seems like you just get passed around rather than working with one person throughout the
process.

7/1/2020 11:19 AM

18 The people I spoke to on the phone were so nice and helpful including the inspector 7/1/2020 10:40 AM

19 gave me information I did not know I would need....really was appreciative. 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

20 was happy there was such a quick turnaround time 7/1/2020 9:55 AM
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Q5 Is there anything else you would like to share with us about the Permit
Center (i.e. pre-application process, permit or project reviews

or inspections, kudos or constructive criticism)?
Answered: 42 Skipped: 43

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Get the doors open again? 12/17/2020 1:41 PM

2 Kathy was very straight forward and helped us work to an equitable solution. A real pleasure to
work with.

11/24/2020 1:29 PM

3 All round great experience with all the staff so far. KUDOS to all! Thanks again, Paul 11/21/2020 11:00 AM

4 inspectors and inspection schedule online is efficient and easy to use. The field staff has been
amazing. The ratings above are for Marina only

11/19/2020 7:48 PM

5 Kelsey Brender was very helpful 10/28/2020 7:30 AM

6 As a homeowner, I appreciate all the help and guidance I have received from both office staff
and inspectors as to best navigate this process. I am happy with the job you are doing - please
keep up the good work!

8/3/2020 12:34 PM

7 permitting center employees demonstrated bias against me for wanting to clean up city
property. Poor understanding how nature works

8/3/2020 6:40 AM

8 They are great! 7/17/2020 1:56 PM

9 See above. 7/10/2020 10:13 AM

10 Lisa and Greg are Awesome. Keep up the great work City of Bellingham! 7/8/2020 6:37 AM

11 Still in the process but I expect it to go as well as the first part 7/6/2020 5:55 PM

12 The Permit Center is broken. The plans examiners are on a power trip, hell bent on proving
their power through delay tactics. Design professionals are being enrichened, while building
owners and tenants are left paying the bills. It is so useless and unnecessary.

7/6/2020 2:13 PM

13 I would like to thank the City staff who have adjusted well to the ongoing pandemic and have
kept permitting and projects moving along as best as possible.

7/6/2020 10:37 AM

14 Differentiating between applicant background in the depth and specificity of answers would be
helpful. As a homeowner, I am not up to speed on some of the technical aspects. For
instance, I was asked to submit a framing plan with "relevant details". It would speed the
process for myself and the Permit Center if I was told what that means in terms of brackets,
connections etc.

7/5/2020 9:42 PM

15 Pricing is still somewhat of a guess. Electrical specs, developed by WASU are confusing as
can be. A wild guess on the electrical specs. That said, the field inspectors have been very
helpful, helping to identify short comings and provide insite of future requirements.

7/5/2020 6:35 PM

16 technology is great...when it works properly! 7/2/2020 9:44 AM

17 It was very nice working with a staff that wasn’t intimidating. This kind of department could
really lord over people with rules but that was never the vibe. Very helpful.

7/1/2020 10:09 PM

18 Later 7/1/2020 9:13 PM

19 nope 7/1/2020 7:19 PM

20 I went in with a positive attitude as this was my first time going through the process. I was
surprised at the inconsistency and seemingly arbitrary decisions.

7/1/2020 4:34 PM

21 The Senior Permits Reviewers of Ryan Lewis and Scott Jorissen were very helpful in helping
me with the permit process and answering my questions. My application was processed and
approved within 10 days which I thought was very efficient.

7/1/2020 3:09 PM
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22 Keep up the good work! 7/1/2020 2:23 PM

23 Kudos to the staff that I work with; Hans, Scott and Ryan. Request of inspectors for my
PBWs; if restoration work (i.e. no patching) was all that was needed for inspections, why can't
they Final the PBW when they approve the restoration inspection?

7/1/2020 2:06 PM

24 Apart from the online UX I was very happy with the experience and the helpfulness of the staff.
Thank you!

7/1/2020 12:45 PM

25 Better communication in the office. Been almost a couple months and still don't have my
permits signed off on. Very slow.

7/1/2020 12:37 PM

26 I have been impressed with the service so far. As a homeowner doing a project without the
support of a contractor I was concerned that there would be things I needed to do that I didnt
know about, but the instructions online were clear and the team was quick about reviewing the
package for completeness and directing me to the documents that I had missed. Thank you :)

7/1/2020 11:48 AM

27 Kudos to Rick Nolan - he listened, followed up and was proactive for our project 7/1/2020 11:21 AM

28 Better Instructions to neighborhood associations on permitting for "safe use for outdoor street
for outdoor recreation." FYI, pedestrians and bikers use streets for more than recreation, for
transportation corridors also.

7/1/2020 11:16 AM

29 See above comment. Also- it seems strange that the setback on North St. (Front of our
property) is so much different than the Flanking Street Setback (Along Franklin St.) Just
curious as to why the property line is set so far back from the street and sidewalk.

7/1/2020 11:07 AM

30 I appreciate how easy it was to work with all of you. 7/1/2020 10:40 AM

31 Thank you. Turnaround time was much faster than I expected. 7/1/2020 10:36 AM

32 It was a bit difficult to find, but I eventually did after alot of clicking....and scanning... 7/1/2020 10:34 AM

33 A lot of other municipalities can learn from Bellingham. For the most part reviews are timely
and communication is good. Keep it up please! Just fix your portal loading issues please?

7/1/2020 10:26 AM

34 Everyone I worked with was very friendly and quick to get back to me with answers. Timeline
for reviews and corrections were great!

7/1/2020 10:20 AM

35 Everyone I have needed to contact, from Business Licensing and Taxes to permit staff, have
been most helpful.

7/1/2020 10:11 AM

36 I am new to the permit thing. In the middle of it now. Been smooth so far. People there have
been helpful.

7/1/2020 10:10 AM

37 Charging extra fees for plan review revisions should be thrown out of policy. The complexity
and steps to a building permit are difficult enough as is to satisfy the requirements of all city
departments, and sometimes city staff are not on the same page on what is needed.

7/1/2020 10:08 AM

38 Online system is very user friendly! Thank you! 7/1/2020 10:06 AM

39 I am a fan. I have heard some people grumble about occasional difficulties but I have always
been able to ask questions (relatively new designer) and receive answers.

7/1/2020 10:06 AM

40 The 'required forms' and 'required plans' could be clearer. The permit process could be
described more adequately. The turn-around time is totally incredible; 2 weeks. Compare this
to King County where I expect to wait a year min if there's a stormwater comonent. E-trackit is
not a very clear interface for construction permitting.

7/1/2020 10:04 AM

41 This was my first permit application for City. Thank you to Scott Jorissen for providing timely
responses to my emails with questions about the permit process and guidelines.

7/1/2020 9:57 AM

42 Thank you for making the process fairly straight forward and simple. 7/1/2020 9:55 AM


